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Systemarkitekturutbildningen är en kandidatutbildning med fokus på programutveckling.        
Utbildningen ger studenterna god bredd inom traditionell program- och systemutveckling,          
samt en spets mot modern utveckling för webben, mobila enheter och spel. Systemarkitekten             
blir en tekniskt skicklig och mycket bred programutvecklare. Typiska roller är därför            
programmerare och lösningsarkitekt. Styrkan hos utbildningen är främst bredden på de           
mjukvaruprojekt den färdige studenten är förberedd för. Efter examen skall systemarkitekter           
fungera dels som självständiga programutvecklare och dels som medarbetare i en större            
utvecklingsgrupp, vilket innebär förtrogenhet med olika arbetssätt inom programutveckling.  

I utbildningen läggs stor vikt vid användning av de senaste teknikerna, miljöerna, verktygen             
och metoderna. Tillsammans med ovanstående teoretiska grund innebär detta att          
systemarkitekter skall vara anställningsbara som programutvecklare direkt efter examen. Det          
är lika naturligt för en nyutexaminerad systemarkitekt att arbeta som programutvecklare på            
ett stort företags IT-avdelning, som en konsultfirma. Systemarkitekten är också lämpad att            
arbeta inom teknik- och idédrivna verksamheter, vilka till exempel kan vara spelutveckling,            
webbapplikationer eller mobila tjänster.  

Syftet med examensarbetet på systemarkitekturutbildningen är att studenten skall visa          
förmåga att delta i forsknings- eller utvecklingsarbete och därigenom bidra till           
kunskapsutvecklingen inom ämnet och avrapportera detta på ett vetenskapligt sätt. Således           
måste de projekt som utförs ha tillräcklig vetenskaplig och/eller innovativ höjd för att generera              
ny och generellt intressant kunskap.  

Examensarbetet genomförs vanligen i samarbete med en extern uppdragsgivare eller          
forskningsgrupp. Det huvudsakliga resultatet utgörs av en skriftlig rapport på engelska eller            
svenska, samt eventuell produkt (t.ex. programvara eller rapport) levererad till extern           
uppdragsgivare. I examinationen ingår även presentation av arbetet, samt muntlig och           
skriftlig opposition på ett annat examensarbete vid ett examinationsseminarium.         
Examensarbetet bedöms och betygssätts baserat på delarna ovan, specifikt tas även hänsyn            
till kvaliteten på eventuell framtagen mjukvara. Examinator rådfrågar handledare och          
eventuell extern kontaktperson vid betygssättning.  
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Abstract 
(på engelska) 
 
This thesis explores the perceived enjoyability of Deep Reinforcement learning AI agents            
(DeepRL agent) that strives towards optimality within the First Person Shooter game Unreal             
Tournament 2004 (UT2004). The DeepRL agent used in the experiments was created and             
then trained within this game against the AI agent which comes with the UT2004 game               
(known here as a trivial UT2004 agent). Through testing the opinions of participants who              
have played UT2004 deathmatches against both the DeepRL agent and the trivial UT2004             
agent, the data collected in two participant surveys shows that the DeepRL agent is more               
enjoyable to face than a trivial UT2004 agent. By striving towards optimality the DeepRL              
agent developed a behaviour which despite making the DeepRL agent a great deal worse at               
UT2004 than the trivial UT2004 agent was more enjoyable to face than the trivial UT2004               
agent. Considering this outcome the data suggests that DeepRL agents in UT2004 which are              
encouraged to strive towards optimality during training are “enjoyable enough” in order to be              
considered by game developers to be “good enough” when developing non-trivial opponents            
for games similar to UT2004. If the development time of a DeepRL agent is reduced or equal                 
in comparison with the development time of a trivial agent then the DeepRL agent could               
hypothetically be preferable. 
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Sammanfattning 
(på svenska) 
 
Denna studie utforskar roligheten hos en Deep Reinforcement learning AI agent (DeepRL            
agent) som strävar mot att spela förstapersonsskjutspelet Unreal Tournament 2004          
(UT2004) optimalt. En DeepRL agent var tränad mot den AI agent som medföljer UT2004              
(här i kallad triviala UT2004 agent). Baserat på åsikter från testdeltagare som spelat UT2004              
deathmatch matcher mot både en DeepRL agent och den triviala UT2004 agenten som             
samlats i två enkäter visar denna studie att det är roligare att spela mot DeepRL agenten än                 
en trivial UT2004 agent. Genom att sträva mot optimalitet utvecklade DeepRL agenten ett             
beteende som var roligare att möta än en trivial UT2004 agent, trots att DeepRL agenten var                
mycket sämre på UT2004 än en triviala UT2004 agent. Med hänsyn till detta utfall och datan                
insamlad i studien verkar det som DeepRL agenter som strävar mot optimalitet är “roliga              
nog” för att spelutvecklare ska se dem som “bra nog” att använda för att utveckla icke-triviala                
motståndare i spel som liknar UT2004. Om utvecklingstiden av DeepRL agenter är mindre             
eller lika lång som utvecklingstiden för triviala agenter så skulle DeepRL agenter möjligtvis             
kunna föredras av spelutvecklare. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nyckelord: (på svenska) 
 
Artificiell Intelligens, Reinforcement Learning, Deep Learning, Deep Q-Network,        
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Introduction 
2016 in march Lee Se-dol, the reigning world champion of the game Go, was beaten by a                 
computer program called AlphaGo (BBC, 2016). According to Lee Se-dol, AlphaGo played a             
nearly perfect game of Go (BBC, 2016). The way in which the AI taught itself to play Go and                   
then beat Lee Se-dol is of significance in this work. This is not the first time artificial                 
intelligence (AI) has beaten a grand master of a certain game, in 1997 IBM’s computer Deep                
Blue beat Garry Kasparov at chess (The Atlantic, 2013; BBC, 2016).  
When playing Kasparov, Deep Blue used an algorithm called minimax that was applied by              
Deep Blue’s programmers to specifically play chess (Computerphile, 2016a; The Atlantic,           
2013; Piech, 2013). Douglas Hofstadter and Brais Martinez go as far as to say that Deep                
Blue’s achievement had nothing to do with intelligence, only computational power           
(Computerphile, 2016a; The Atlantic, 2013; Piech, 2013). This is not a similar case with              
AlphaGo, as the number of possible outcomes from a single move in Go is significantly larger                
than in chess, so there is no feasible way to check all possible moves in a short amount of                   
time, meaning that an algorithm like minimax is an unreasonable approach to play Go at a                
grandmaster level (Computerphile, 2016a; DeepMind Technologies, 2016a).  

AlphaGo uses an approach to AI called deep reinforcement learning (DeepRL)           
(DeepMind Technologies, 2016b) which tries to imitate human intelligence by teaching itself            
how to play Go through repetitive practice (Computerphile, 2016a; DeepMind Technologies,           
2016b). Using a learning strategy called reinforcement learning, AlphaGo played against           
itself to improve its strategies, and then drew its own conclusions based on whether it won or                 
lost (Computerphile, 2016a; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b). The reinforcement learning         
algorithm used by AlphaGo is called Q-learning that works through learning a policy which              
dictates the action an agent should take based on the current state of the game (Gasser, n.d;                 
DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; Volodymyr et al. 2015). This algorithm represents its           
immediate environment as a markov decision process (MDP), which divides the game into             
unique states and actions that AlphaGo can perform within those states (Alagoz, Hsu,             
Schaefer & Roberts 2010; MIT OpenCourseWare, 2002; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b;          
Volodymyr et al. 2015). AlphaGo then stores the policy created by the Q-learning algorithm in               
a structure that is inspired by how the human brain works, this is called a artificial neural                 
network (ANN) (Alagoz, Hsu, Schaefer & Roberts 2010; MIT OpenCourseWare, 2002;           
DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; Volodymyr et al. 2015) which allowed the first AI to achieve              
human-level performance across many challenging domains including among other things          
playing Atari 2600 games on a superhuman level (DeepMind Technologies, 2016b;           
DeepMind Technologies, 2016c; DeepMind Technologies, 2016d). These advancements in         
AI beg the question as to what other problems were previously thought to be difficult to solve                 
that could then be resolved more simply using DeepRL. This thesis will thus focus on one of                 
the areas where AI performance is not always satisfactory, namely video games.  

AI has been a part of video game development since its inception (Tozout 2016: p.3).               
Its presence in video games ranges from being non-existent to crucial, depending on the              
requirements of the game. The question regarding how AI should behave in games more              
often comes down to what game developers determine to be a more enjoyable experience              
(Umarov, Mozgovoy, Rogers 2012: p.3-5; Tozout, 2016: p.9-11). As such, different AI agents             
have varying demands and requirements, for example Sid Meiers Civilization 6 requires a             
complex and intricate AI which performs many different functions and enacts varying            
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strategies, while less complex games such as pong function with a much simpler AI (Tozout,               
2016: p.10-11; Take-Two Interactive Software, 2016). An AI’s influence over the fun factor of              
a video game is discussed in the works of Yannakakis and Hallam (2004 & 2005), who                
conclude that video games with non-trivial AI opponents which adapt to a human player’s              
strategy are more enjoyable than trivial AI opponents. Trivial here refers to an AI which is not                 
self taught, and has a fixed set of behaviors which players can then predict given enough                
time and practice. Yannakakis and Hallam (2004 & 2005) also claim that near-optimal             
behaviors make the game less interesting to play, the game shouldn’t be too hard or too                
easy, as such AI opponents should neither be too good or too bad (Umarov et al. 2015: p.3).                  
Thus the ability to define how an AI agent should behave affects whether it is determined to                 
be more enjoyable as an opponent or not. Conversely, when players expectations become             
more demanding of their AI opponents regarding their perceptions of enjoyment, designing a             
satisfactory AI agent for a game becomes quite difficult. This thesis will focus on one genre of                 
gaming where the problem of complex AI behavior in relation to a human players perspective               
of fun is clearly overt, which is the genre of First Person Shooters herein referred to as FPS.  

Unreal Tournament 2004 (UT2004) is an FPS developed by Epic Games and Digital             
Extremes which was released on the 19 of march 2004 (Radcliffe 2006; Wikimedia             
Foundation, Inc. 2018). In the universe of UT2004 the Liandri Corporation stages gladiatorial             
tournaments for colonists of different species to fight to the death using a large arsenal of                
weaponry (Radcliffe 2006; Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 2018). Players assume the role of a             
gladiator to fight against either other human players, “bots” (AI agents), or a combination of               
both (Radcliffe 2006; Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 2018). UT2004’s gameplay features          
complex movement like dodge-jumping, wall-dodging, double-jumping, shield and rocket         
jumping (Radcliffe 2006; Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 2018), and contains 10 different game            
modes, 20 different weapons and more than 100 playable environments known simply as             
“maps” (Radcliffe 2006; Wikimedia Foundation, Inc. 2018), however this thesis will only focus             
on the game mode called deathmatch, the rocket launcher weapon, and the map called              
Training day. Deathmatches in UT2004 revolve around players and bots collecting points by             
killing an opponent player or bot. The first player or bot to reach a specified amount of points                  
wins the match. 

Problem discussion 
There is a clear distinction between the play styles of human players and of AI agents within                 
UT2004 which from here on will be referred to as trivial UT2004 agents. While trivial UT2004                
agents follow the same pattern and display similar behaviours each match, human players             
display non-trivial strategies and innovative gameplay behaviours which can most easily be            
observed in pro tournaments (Multiplay, 2012). In comparison to human players the trivial             
UT2004 agents’s performances are indeed trivial, and as such are regarded as            
unsatisfactory opponents or simply “not so much fun”. Given the complexity of UT2004 and              
its varying gameplay demands upon human players (including its vast combinations of            
weapons and maps) it is perhaps understandable that such trivial AI does not reach similar               
levels of human play, thus trivial UT2004 agents are regarded as unsatisfactory by a human               
players. Also, even if developers could create an AI with more advanced behaviours, then              
the question becomes if it is worth the time and resources to do so. DeepRL agents do not                  
require their behaviour to be defined, instead developers need to define which outcomes             
DeepRL agents should strive towards and which outcomes should be avoided during training             
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in order to become enjoyable opponents. Deducing what outcomes DeepRL agents should            
strive towards and avoid in UT2004 during training in order to become enjoyable opponents              
is not trivial. However due to the nature of how DeepRL agents teach themselves how to play                 
games, DeepRL agents are likely to develop a different behaviour in relation to the trivial               
UT2004 agent. Perhaps DeepRL agents that strive towards optimality make equally or more             
enjoyable opponents than trivial UT2004 agents, despite striving towards being optimal not            
necessarily being the same thing as striving towards being “fun” to play against. 

Goal and research question 
If it is true that DeepRL agents which strive towards optimality produce equally or more               
enjoyable opponents to face within UT2004 over trivial agents, then there is a hypothetical              
monetary gain for game developers to use DeepRL agents. It is also the case that if a                 
DeepRL agent can be developed and trained faster than developing a trivial agent for a               
specific game, then it would mean that DeepRL agents would be preferable over trivial              
agents if they at least become equally enjoyable opponents to face. Thus it becomes              
interesting to ask the following question: 

 
 

With regards to the enjoyability expressed by human players, what differences if any 
are there between a Deep reinforcement learning AI Agent which strives towards 
optimality and a trivial AI opponent within the game Unreal Tournament 2004? 

Method 
This study will follow the experimental paradigm and implement what Basil (1996: p.444)             
refers to as revolutionary experimental design. This approach focus on finding better            
solutions to problems using new models to solve them (Basil 1996: p.444). This is often in                
order to try and improve upon shortcomings observed in the current models used to solve the                
problem in question (Basil 1996: p.444). This study proposes a new approach towards AI              
opponents in UT2004 using DeepRL agents to try and improve upon the existing             
unsatisfactory trivial UT2004 agent by being a more enjoyable opponent to face. The results              
from this study should illuminate how appropriate each AI design is in relation to each other                
as opponents in games similar to UT2004, helping game developers decide which AI is more               
appropriate to use.  
To achieve an answer to the research question requires the opinions of human participants              
who will play some UT2004 death matches against both a DeepRL agent and a trivial               
UT2004 agent. The focus here will be on which AI the participants found to be more                
enjoyable to play against. The opinion of each participant will be recorded with the use of two                 
identical quantitative surveys (shown in figure 1). A participant selects one of three options.              
Option 1:“opponent nr.1 was the most enjoyable opponent to face”. Option 2: “opponent nr.2              
was the most enjoyable opponent to face”. Option 3: “I am unable to pick one opponent as                 
more enjoyable over the other opponents”. The inclusion of option 3 allows for the study to                
account for outcomes where a participant might not distinguish between the enjoyability of             
playing against either opponent. 
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Figure 1: Screen capture of the survey 

 
The experiment (inhere referred to as Experiment A) will be conducted with each participant              
and consists of an introduction and a test stipulation. The introduction refers to informing the               
test participant about each step of Experiment A and giving them an introduction to the               
controls of UT2004. This is done in the game on the same map as the deathmatches will                 
take place on. When the test participant feels ready (or a maximum of five minutes has                
passed) Experiment A will be moved on to the death matches, which will be played according                
to one of the following stipulations which will be referred to as “Test A” and “Test B”. 
 
Test A: 

1. The test participant plays a deathmatch on the map Training day against a DeepRL              
agent which will be referred to as ”opponent nr.1”. 

2. The test participant plays a deathmatch on the map Training day against the trivial              
UT2004 agent which will be referred to as ”opponent nr.2”. 

3. The test participant then fills out the survey for Test A. 
 
 
Test B: 

1. The test participant plays a deathmatch on the map Training day against the trivial              
UT2004 agent which will be referred to as ”opponent nr.1”. 

2. The test participant plays a deathmatch on the map Training day against a DeepRL              
agent which will be referred to as ”opponent nr.2”. 

3. The test participant then fills out the survey for Test B. 
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The study will strive towards using both stipulations an equal number of times among the test                
participants. Each participant will play UT2004 on a computer with UT2004 and pogamut             
installed that has access to a DeepRL agent. Experiment A can be performed on any               
computer that can run UT2004, allowing for a wider number of potential players to              
participate. In an effort to minimize any influential motivators beyond a participants opinion of              
enjoyability when facing an AI opponent, the exact type of AI opponent (nr.1 or nr.2) will be                 
kept hidden, and the surveys used for Test A and Test B will look identical. Using two test                  
groups which plays against the AI agents in a different order will allow the study to take into                  
account the possibility that the order of playing against the AI agents might affect which AI                
agent the test participant finds more enjoyable to face. The group of test participants that               
followed Test A will be referred to “Test group A”, likewise the group of test participants that                 
followed Test B will be referred to as “Test group B”. 
The DeepRL agent implemented and used in this study will herein be referred to as “the                
DeepRL agent”. To make training more efficient the DeepRL agent will learn to play UT2004               
by playing against a trivial UT2004 agent. If it manages to perform better at the game than                 
the trivial UT2004 agent it will then begin training against itself. This assumes that solving the                
problem of winning against a trivial UT2004 agent is similar to winning against a human               
player. The DeepRL Agent will be trained for 5 real time days at a game speed which is four                   
times faster than the normal game speed, resulting in a total training time of 20 days or 480                  
hours before Experiment A will be conducted. This training time was chosen due to the               
limited time available for the study to be conducted. In order to gain insight into the DeepRL                 
agent’s behaviour and the effectiveness of the training, the DeepRL agent’s performance will             
be examined through two additional experiments. One which will be performed during the             
training (herein referred to as Experiment B), and one which will be performed once the               
training is finished (herein referred to as Experiment C). The purpose of Experiment B is to                
try confirm whether the DeepRL agent does become better at UT2004 through training. After              
every real time hour of training performed, the training will temporarily stop and the DeepRL               
agent will play a one real time hour match against the trivial UT2004 agent where the                
DeepRL agent tries to play optimally (it will perform no exploration, more on this later in the                 
study), and the total reward produced (reward is explained under the topic ”The Deep              
Reinforcement Learning Agent”) will be used as a measurement of success. The goal of              
Experiment C is to try display the difference in how well each agent plays UT2004 in relation                 
to each other. Experiment C will consist of the DeepRL agent playing 10 deathmatches in its                
training environment against the trivial UT2004 agent. These deathmatches will last until one             
agent managed to kill the other a total of 10 times. Since the DeepRL agent strives towards                 
behaving optimally the most appropriate way to measure its performance is through            
accumulated gamescore from a deathmatch against the trivial UT2004 agent. The outcome            
of these experiments will be used to try help illuminate to what degree optimality affected the                
perceived enjoyability of both agents. The map used for training and all experiments is called               
Training day. The rocket launcher weapon will be the only available weapon .  

Analytical framework 
Constraining this work within the context of a single digital environment (UT2004) allows this              
work to explore the perceptions of how enjoyable an AI agent is as an opponent. To help                 
further this exploration, this thesis will take the epistemological standpoint of Dr. Stephen             
Hicks interpretation of pragmatism. Hicks describes pragmatism as a skeptical view towards            
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the attainment of certain knowledge and truth due to the limitations of human cognition and               
perception (CEE Video Channel, 2010a; CEE Video Channel, 2010b; CEE Video Channel,            
2010c; CEE Video Channel, 2010c). Pragmatism puts a higher value on practices that             
successfully satisfy our desires, rather than the pursuit of specific knowledge (CEE Video             
Channel, 2010a; CEE Video Channel, 2010b; CEE Video Channel, 2010c; CEE Video            
Channel, 2010c). Dr. Hicks also describes pragmatism as perceiving humans primarily as            
actors, who are interested in acting successfully within an environment, rather than simply as              
gatherers of knowledge (CEE Video Channel, 2010c; CEE Video Channel, 2010d).  
Herein the value of this standpoint should illuminate how design choices that form the              
behaviours of the DeepRL agent affect its perceived enjoyability in relation to the trivial              
UT2004 agent, rather than reasoning why one opponent may be more enjoyable than             
another. The design choices that will be analyzed are: rewards, training time, explore and              
exploit strategy, state features, and actions.  

The trivial UT2004 agent and the DeepRL Agent 

The DeepRL agent’s design and implementation can be summarized into six parts: 

1. Code and frameworks - What was used to implement the DeepRL agent 
2. Reinforcement learning - The general learning strategy of the DeepRL agent. 
3. Q-learning - The reinforcement learning algorithm used by the DeepRL agent. 
4. Markov Decision Process - The system used by the Q-learning algorithm to represent             

its environment. 
5. Neural network - The structure used to store the policy created by the Q-learning              

algorithm. 
6. Training - How the policy inside the ANN is updated 

The trivial UT2004 agent’s design and implementation can be summarized into 2 parts 

1. Code and frameworks - What was used to implement the trivial UT2004 agent 
2. Behaviour Tree - How the trivial UT2004 agent decides what to do 

Each part and their interdependence will be explained in detail below. 

The Deep Reinforcement Learning Agent 

Code and frameworks 
The DeepRL agent is implemented in Java using the libraries 1) Deep Learning for Java               
(DL4J) which is used to implement the NN, and 2) POGAMUT which is used as a middleware                 
between the DeepRL implementation and UT2004 to send commands from the DeepRL            
implementation to the in game bot, spawn the trivial UT2004 agent into matches, and to               
retrieve information about the game from the in game bot (Deeplearning4j Development            
Team 2017a; Gemrot, J., et al. 2009). The DeepRL agent’s implementation is based on the               
deep Q-learning algorithm described in Deep Mind’s DQN Nature Paper called: “Algorithm 1:             
deep Q-learning with experience replay” which is shown in figure 2 (Volodymyr et al. 2015:               
p.7). 
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Figure 2: Algorithm 1: deep Q-learning with experience replay (Volodymyr et al. 2015: p.7). 

 
Reinforcement learning 
Reinforcement learning (RL) refers to an area in machine learning which is concerned with              
maximizing a cumulative reward, as an agent interacts with its environment through the use              
of actions (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016). RL algorithms           
are categorized with two approaches: model-based and model-free (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind           
Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016). Model-based algorithms attempt to create a          
model of its environment with which to behave optimally and learn within (Gasser, n.d;              
DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016). Model-free algorithms try to find an           
optimal policy to answer what action the RL agent should take, depending on its state in an                 
attempt to maximize its reward (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan,           
2016). A reward is the only feedback RL agents receive from its environment. The reward               
represents how appropriate / inappropriate the agent’s action was, based on: its state, the              
action it took, and the state it ended up in (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b;               
MacGlashan, 2016). This means that in order to find the optimal policy or to model the                
environment correctly, the agent must find a balance between 1) exploring the unknown, i.e.              
try state-action pairs that it either perceives to be suboptimal or hasn’t tried yet, and 2)                
exploiting its current knowledge base, i.e. performing actions that the agent believes will             
maximize its reward (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016). The           
DeepRL uses RL to learn through trial and error, determining the best action given the               
current state of the game. The algorithm used by DeepRL to achieve this is a model-free RL                 
algorithm known as Q-learning. 
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Q-learning 
The RL algorithm used by the DeepRL agent is called Q-learning, which is a model-free               
reinforcement learning technique (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b;        
MacGlashan, 2016). The Q-learning algorithm tries to learn the optimal policy by first             
estimating the best action to take based on conclusions drawn from its current policy, then               
based on a probability of ε either perform said action or try to explore state-action pairs by                 
performing a random action. The algorithm then updates its policy based on two factors              
which are 1) the reward it receives from entering its new state, and 2) the future reward it                  
expects to receive by acting optimally from that new state onwards (based on its current               
policy) (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016; DeepMind 2015:          
p.7). These two factors determine what is known as the update function, which is shown in                
figure 3 (Gasser, n.d; DeepMind Technologies, 2016b; MacGlashan, 2016; DeepMind 2015:           
p.7). In the DeepRL agent the future rewards are multiplied by 0.9 (the parameter gamma in                
figure 3) in order for it to value present rewards over future ones. In order for the Q-learning                  
algorithm to learn the optimal policy its environment must be represented as unique states              
and actions that the DeepRL agent can perform within those states. The DeepRL agent does               
this by representing its environment as a Markov Decision Process, herein called MDP.  
 

 
Figure 3: Q-learning’s update function (Volodymyr et al. 2015: p.6). 

Markov Decision Process 
An MDP is a discrete-time state-transition system where the outcome of an agent’s action is               
solely dependent on the state it is in, which satisfies the Markov property (Alagoz, et al. 2010;                 
MIT OpenCourseWare, 2002). This means that an agent within an MDP won’t have to take               
its past into account when trying to deduce what the optimal action would be. MDP’s have                
four components: 1) a set of possible states the agent can be in, 2) a set of possible actions                   
the agent can perform in the given states, 3) a transition function representing the probability               
that an action in a state leads to a specific state, 4) a reward function determining the reward                  
for a given transition (Alagoz, et al. 2010; MIT OpenCourseWare, 2002).  
The structure of the states used by the DeepRL agent consist of 61 pieces of information                
called features which describe the environment around the DeepRL agent and the current             
state of the DeepRL agent itself. They are represented as a value between 0 and 1, being                 
either boolean or discrete, and represent all information that was possible to acquire which is               
relevant to the DeepRL agent in becoming an enjoyable opponent. The information used by              
the features were gathered from UT2004 through POGAMUT. The features that make up all              
states are shown in figure 4.  
 
Name Description Type 

hasArmor Tells, whether the agent is armored to the maximum extent. Boolean 
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hasFastFire Tells, whether the agent has bonus activated: fast fire rate. Boolean 

hasHighArmor 
Tells, whether the agent is armored to the maximum of 
high-armor. Boolean 

hasLowArmor 
Tells, whether the agent is armored to the maximum of 
low-armor. Boolean 

hasRegeneration Tells, whether the agent has bonus activated: regeneration. Boolean 

hasUDamage Tells whether the agent has the damage bonus activated. Boolean 

hasWeapon 
Tells whether the DeepRL agent is holding some weapon  
or not. Boolean 

isAdrenalineFull Tells, whether the agent has full adrenaline. Boolean 

isAdrenalineSufficien
t 

Tells, whether the agent has enough adrenaline to use it for 
bonuses Boolean 

isCrouched Tells, whether the agent is crouched. Boolean 

isHealthy Tells, whether the agent has at least standard amount of health. Boolean 

isMoving Tells, whether the agent is moving. Boolean 

isPrimaryShooting Tells, whether the agent is shooting with primary fire mode. Boolean 

isSecondaryShooting Tells, whether the agent is shooting with alternate fire mode. Boolean 

isSuperHealthy Tells, whether the agent has maximum amount of health Boolean 

isTouchingGround 
Tells, whether the agent is currently touching the ground with 
his feets. Boolean 

canSeeEnemy Tells, whether the agent sees any other enemies. Boolean 

isBeingDamaged Tells, whether the agent is being damaged. Boolean 

isCausingDamage Tells, whether the agent is causing any damage. Boolean 

isColliding Tells, whether the agent is colliding with map geometry. Boolean 

isFalling Tells whether the DeepRL agent has just fall of the ledge. Boolean 

isHearingNoise Tells whether the DeepRL agent is hearing noise. Boolean 

isHearingPickup Tells whether the DeepRL agent is hearing pickup. Boolean 

isItemPickedUp 
Tells whether this DeepRL agent has picked up some item 
recently. Boolean 

adrenaline Tells, how much adrenaline the agent has. Discrete 

armor Tells, how much of combined armor the agent is wearing. Discrete 

primAmmo Tells, the amount of ammunition for the primary firing mode. Discrete 

health Tells, how much health the agent has. Discrete 

highArmor Tells, how much of high armor the agent is wearing. Discrete 

lowArmor Tells, how much of low armor the agent is wearing. Discrete 

floorLocationX 
Tells the X coordinate of the nearest geometry beneath the 
agent. Discrete 

floorLocationY 
Tells the Y coordinate of the nearest geometry beneath the 
agent. Discrete 
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floorLocationZ 
Tells the Z coordinate of the nearest geometry beneath the 
agent. Discrete 

nearestItemX 
Tells the X coordinate of the nearest item spawning point from 
spawned items. Discrete 

nearestItemY 
Tells the Y coordinate of the nearest item spawning point from 
spawned items. Discrete 

nearestItemZ 
Tells the Z coordinate of the nearest item spawning point from 
spawned items. Discrete 

nearestItemType 
Tells, whether the closest item is a weapon, ammunition, 
adrenaline, or health Discrete 

distNearestItem Tells the distance to the closest item Discrete 

distNearestHealthIte
m Tells the distance to the closest health item Discrete 

distNearestAmmoIte
m Tells the distance to the closest ammo item Discrete 

distNearestAmmoWe
apon Tells the distance to the closest weapon Discrete 

distNearestAdrenalin
eItem Tells the distance to the closest adrenaline item Discrete 

distNearestEnemy Tells the distance to the closest visible enemy Discrete 

enemyX Tells the X coordinate of the nearest visible enemy Discrete 

enemyY Tells the Y coordinate of the nearest visible enemy Discrete 

enemyZ Tells the Z coordinate of the nearest visible enemy Discrete 

isFiring Tells whether the closest visible enemy is firing or not Boolean 

noiseRotX 
Tells the pitch of the direction (in relation to the bot) of a heard 
sound Discrete 

noiseRotY 
Tells the yaw of the direction (in relation to the bot) of a heard 
sound Discrete 

noiseRotZ 
Tells the roll of the direction (in relation to the bot) of a heard 
sound Discrete 

rocketDamageRadio
us Tells how big the splash damage of the rocket Discrete 

rocketImpactTime Tells the estimated time till impact. Discrete 

rocketX Tells the X coordinate of the nearest visible fired rocket Discrete 

rocketY Tells the Y coordinate of the nearest visible fired rocket Discrete 

rocketZ Tells the Z coordinate of the nearest visible fired rocket Discrete 

rocketOriginX 
Tells the X coordinate from where the nearest visible rocket was 
fired Discrete 

rocketOriginY 
Tells the Y coordinate from where the nearest visible rocket was 
fired Discrete 

rocketOriginZ Tells the Z coordinate from where the nearest visible rocket was Discrete 
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fired 

rocketDirectionX Tells the X force working on the projectile Discrete 

rocketDirectionY Tells the Y force working on the projectile Discrete 

rocketDirectionZ Tells the Z force working on the projectile Discrete 

Figure 4: The features that make up a state. 
 
 
The DeepRL agent has 13 actions to choose from given any state. Those 13 actions are                
shown below in figure 5. 
 
 
Action name Description 

strafeRight Move sideways to the right in relation to where the agent is looking 

strafeLeft Move sideways to the right in relation to where the agent is looking 

jump move vertically, gravity pulls the agent down 

doubleJump performs a jump and then another jump while in the air 

turnToEnemy Turns towards the closest enemy, if one is visible 

RunTowardsNearestAmmo Run towards the nearest ammo or weapon pickup 

RunTowardsNearestHealth Run towards the nearest health pickup 

ChaseEnemy 
Run to the closest visible enemy, or to the last location an enemy was 
spotted 

shootPrimaryAtEnemy Fires weapon towards the closest enemy 

MoveForward Moves in the direction the agent is looking 

MoveBackward Moves in the opposite direction the agent is looking 

MoveLeft moves and turns left in relation to where the agent is looking 

MoveRight moves and turns right in relation to where the agent is looking 

Figure 5: The DeepRL agent’s possible actions 
 
For a Q-learning algorithm the agent does not know what the rewards or the transition               
function looks like, however it learns to adhere to them implicitly through the rewards it               
receives (Gasser n.d; DeepMind Technologies 2016b; MacGlashan 2016). The rewards used           
by the DeepRL agent are based on specific events within FPS games that are correlated to                
and perceived as “good behaviours”. These behaviours are correlated with either winning the             
game through killing the opponent or gathering essential resources which are the following:             
Health, if this value is reduced to zero the agent is defeated or “killed”; and Ammunition, if                 
this value is reduced to zero an agent can not use its weapon to kill its opponent. The value                   
of a state is based on the rewards shown below in figure 6. The rewards used indicate that                  
killing the opponent once is worth dying up to three times. The same ratio is true for hurting                  
or being damaged by the opponent. These rewards were deduced through testing in an effort               
to push agents towards interacting with their opponent as opposed to avoiding their             
opponents, which is a more interactive scenario and thus more fun to play. 
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Reward Name Description Value 

Living Reward Reward received for being in 
the game. 

-1/15000 

Death Reward Reward received for dying -1/3 

Kill Reward Reward received for killing 
the opponent 

1 

Deal Damage Reward Reward received for dealing 
damage to the opponent 

1 * 
[percentage of enemy 
starting health removed 
normalized] 

Take Damage Reward Reward received for taking 
damage 

-1/3 * 
[percentage of starting 
health lost normalized]  

Health Picked up Reward Reward received for picking 
up health 

1/3000000 * 
[Health remaining to max 
health * amount of health 
gained] 

Ammo Picked Up Reward Reward received for picking 
up ammo 

1/300000 * 
[Ammo remaining to max 
ammo * amount of ammo 
gained] 

Figure 6: Rewards used to calculate the value of a state. 
 
Representing the environment of the DeepRL agent as an MDP is one part in achieving use                
of the Q-learning algorithm. In order for the Q-learning algorithm to function successfully it              
must store the policy created by the Q-learning algorithm. A key part in the success of                
AlphaGo is the use of Deep ANN (a neural network with more than 1 hidden layer), as such                  
the DeepRL agent stores the policy created by the Q-learning algorithm in a Deep ANN               
(DeepMind 2015). 

Artificial Neural Network 
ANN’s are a complex connectionist system, loosely based on the structure that constitute             
animal brains: biological neural networks (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile,          
2016b). These networks consist of simple, interconnected processing nodes called neurons           
(Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). The DeepRL agent’s ANN is           
organised in layers of neurons connected in different layers through synapses that are used              
to transmit signals (a signal is a number) between layers of neurons (Hardesty 2017; Burger,               
1996; Computerphile, 2016b). These layers consist of an input layer, the output layer, and              
the hidden layers. The input layer refers to the first layer of neurons which the input to the                  
ANN will pass through (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). The output            
layer refers to the last layer of the ANN and is responsible for the produced output by the                  
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ANN (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). The hidden layers represents all            
layers in between the input and output layer (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile,             
2016b). The DeepRL’s ANN consists of an input layer of 61 neurons, one for each feature                
that make up a state (shown in figure 4). Two hidden layers consisting of 25 neurons each.                 
And an output layer consisting of 13 neurons, one for each action the DeepRL agent can                
perform (shown in figure 5). 
The signals sent through the ANN are altered by each neuron they pass through (Hardesty               
2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). This is done via weights and activation functions             
(Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). Each synapse is assigned a number            
known as a weight (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b) which determines            
the influence of signals transmitting through that synapse which affects the output of the              
receiving neuron (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). As a signal is            
received it is multiplied by the corresponding weight (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996;            
Computerphile, 2016b) and once this is done for each signal, the sum of all products is                
altered through an activation function (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b).           
This activation function determines the number a neuron will transmit as an output, based on               
the input it receives from the neuron’s weights (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile,             
2016b). The weights in the input and hidden layers are initialized with a Rectified Linear Unit                
(ReLU) uniform and the weights in the output layer are initialized with Xavier, both              
implementations come from the Deep Learning for Java (DL4J) library (Deeplearning4j           
Development Team 2017a; Deeplearning4j Development Team 2017b). The activation         
functions used in the DeepRL agent’s ANN is ReLU for the input and the hidden layers, and                 
an identity function for the output layer (Skymind n.d.; Mass, Hannun, Ng 2013; Zanibbi,              
2009).  
The neuron also has a third function called threshold, where the output from the activation               
function decides whether the neuron should send that output to the next layer of neurons or                
not send anything at all (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). Depending on             
the implementation of the neuron, the number from the activation function has to be either               
greater or smaller than the threshold, and if the resulting number from the activation function               
meets the requirement of the neuron’s threshold, then the neuron sends the number forward              
as a signal to all connected synapses to the next layer (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996;               
Computerphile, 2016b). In the case of the DeepRL agent’s NN, signals are only sent in one                
direction as a feedforward ANN (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). It is             
also the case for the DeepRL agent’s ANN that for each layer a neuron in a layer has a                   
synapse with every single neuron in the following layer. Thus, all neurons in the DeepRL               
agent’s ANN are indirectly connected. The threshold value of the DeepRL agent is initialized              
as 0.1, expecting input to be higher in order for the neuron to send the output on to the next                    
layer. 
NNs are generally used with the goal of producing a specific output when given an input, this                 
could be e.g. determining the breed of a cat in a picture (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996;                
Computerphile, 2016b).  
In the case of the DeepRL agent’s NN, in order to make it exhibit a desired behaviour, the                  
ANN is put through what is called training (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile,             
2016b). During training the ANN is presented with an input, and then makes a prediction as                
to what the output should look like based on its given input (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996;                
Computerphile, 2016b). The ANN is then given an answer as to how accurate each neuron in                
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the output layer was with its prediction from its expected output, this is derived from what is                 
called a loss function (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). And from that             
answer the ANN adjust the weights and thresholds of its neurons in a way that reflect their                 
contribution of its output, with the intention that the next time the ANN would receive the                
same input the NNs output would be more accurate with regards to its expected output               
(Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). The process of giving the answer to             
the DeepRL agent’s ANN is done with a method called Backpropagation (Hardesty 2017;             
Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). In practice, giving the ANN an answer means sending             
the gradient of the loss function backwards through the ANN to each neuron from the output                
layer into the hidden layers, and then towards the direction of the input layer, as each weight                 
deduces how much that weight affects the error of the output through the use of what is                 
called the delta rule, to then update that weight accordingly (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996;              
Computerphile, 2016b). These weights are updated with the intent of minimizing the gradient             
received from the loss function (Hardesty 2017; Burger, 1996; Computerphile, 2016b). The            
algorithm used by the DeepRL agent to deduce how much each weight should be updated is                
Stochastic gradient descent using Nesterov momentum, with a learning rate of 0.01 (Trivedi             
& Kondor 2017).  
To summarize, the DeepRL agent uses Q-learning on an environment represented as an             
MDP, and store its conclusions inside a ANN which is shaped through training. 

Training 
The DeepRL agent’s ANN is updated with the mean loss of a “mini-batch” of 28 experiences                
that are drawn uniformly at random from a “replay memory” of 10.000 experiences. The loss               
for an experience is calculated by the difference between the estimated reward for an action               
and the actual reward received from that action. The DeepRL agent has a smaller replay               
memory and mini-batch size than the agent described in Deep Mind’s DQN Nature Paper,              
which is due to its hardware limitations (DeepMind 2015: p.10). Every 5000th update the              
DeepRL agent’s ANN is cloned to a copy called the action-value function (use shown in               
figure 2) used to make predictions during training, which makes divergence or oscillations             
much more unlikely when updating the ANN (DeepMind 2015: p.7).  
The DeepRL agent starts training with a ε value of 1, meaning that given any state it will with                   
a probability of 100% take a random action. As time goes by, the value of ε will be lowered in                    
order to increase the probability that an action the DeepRL agent considers optimal is taken               
rather than a random one. This is in order to explore different state-action combinations early               
on when the agent knows very little of its environment, and later when it knows more about                 
its environment to put more effort into testing and exploiting what it considers to be optimal                
actions. This exploration versus exploitation strategy (explore and exploit strategy) is based            
on the “Boltzmann Exploration” policy (Fern 2014: p.10). The nr of hours and what ε value                
were used to train the DeepRL agent is shown below in figure 7. 
 
 

ε  Hours 

1 48 

0.8 48 
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0.6 144 

0.4 144 

0.2 72 

0.1 24 

Figure 7: The ε values used to train the DeepRL agent 
.  

The trivial UT2004 Agent 

Code and Frameworks 
The trivial UT2004 is spawned with the “AddBot” command where its “skill” parameter is set               
to five where seven is the max value (Pogamut n.d). The skill parameter’s value is deduced                
by this study’s author by playing against trivial UT2004 agents with different values for the               
skill parameter to try and create a trivial UT2004 agent which is neither too good nor too bad                  
for the test participants to play against. 
 

Behaviour Tree 
The trivial UT2004 agent has a set of predefined behaviours which constitutes its ability to               
act in UT2004. A set of predefined conditions determine which behaviour is to be used given                
the state of the game.  

Result 

Experiment A 
A total of 18 tests were conducted with 18 participants in the University of Borås’s library on                 
the 26th of May 2018. The results from these tests will be displayed in the following order:                 
Test group A, Test group B, followed by the aggregated results from both test groups. These                
results will be followed by the results from Experiment B and Experiment C which examined               
the DeepRL agent’s formidability in relation to the trivial UT2004 agent.  
 
Test group A consisted of 9 participants, where 4 participants (44.4%) answered,“Opponent            
nr.1 was the most enjoyable opponent to face” opponent nr.1 in this case referring to the                
DeepRL agent, 3 participants (33.3%) answered, “Opponent nr.2 was the most enjoyable            
opponent to face” opponent nr.2 in this case referring to the trivial UT2004 agent. and 2                
participants (22.2%) answered, “I am unable to choose one opponent as more enjoyable             
over the other opponent”. These results are shown below in figure 8.  
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Figure 8: Result from Test group A 

 
Test group B consisted of 9 participants, where 4 participants (44.4%) answered, “Opponent             
nr.1 was the most enjoyable opponent to face” opponent nr.1 in this case referring to the                
trivial UT2004 agent, 5 participants (55.6%) answered, “Opponent nr.2 was the most            
enjoyable opponent to face” opponent nr.2 in this case referring to the DeepRL agent. 0               
participants (0%) answered, “I am unable to choose one opponent as more enjoyable over              
the other opponent”.These results are shown below in figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9: Result from Test group B 

 
The aggregated result from both test groups consists of all 18 participants. 9 participants              
(50%) answered that they found the DeepRL agent to be the most enjoyable opponent to               
face, 7 participants (38.9%) answered that they found the trivial UT2004 agent to be the most                
enjoyable opponent to face, and 2 participants (11.1%) answered, “I am unable to choose              
one opponent as more enjoyable over the other opponent”. These results are shown below in               
figure 10. 
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Figure 10: The aggregated result from both test groups 

 
 
 

Experiment B 
120 matches were played, one after each real-time hour of training. The DeepRL agent              
trained all 120 hours against the trivial UT2004 agent. The total score accumulated by the               
DeepRL agent for each game are shown below in figure 12. The graph displayed in figure 11                 
shows each hour of training on the X-axle and the Y-axle displays the total reward produced                
from the test for that corresponding hour. The yellow line represents the trend of the reward.                
The trendline was calculated using the linear least squares technique (MIT           
OpenCourseWare, 2011). 
 

 

Figure 11: Graph displaying the values from figure 12 and the trend of those values. 
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Hours of Training Total Reward 

0 -33.131608 

1 -24.266324 

2 -47.837694 

3 -54.85876 

4 -54.412642 

5 -45.565956 

6 -36.700442 

7 -45.302948 

8 -27.100714 

9 -13.348816 

10 -71.408794 

11 -58.27011 

12 -58.755286 

13 -37.739154 

14 -1.17236 

15 -50.409124 

16 -23.247924 

17 -33.084466 

18 -32.51531 

19 -24.108642 

20 -29.954534 

21 -27.067076 

22 -46.689994 

23 -20.049256 

24 -11.643758 

25 -31.760308 

26 9.514012 

27 -31.228906 

28 0.379092 

29 -16.436158 

30 -21.051668 
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31 -1.548808 

32 -3.107142 

33 14.631746 

34 15.94875 

35 -19.869442 

36 -17.593082 

37 -53.37536 

38 -47.78362 

39 -53.457196 

40 -71.32753 

41 -66.228728 

42 -1.17236 

43 -52.423338 

44 -42.040052 

45 -50.409124 

46 -46.577108 

47 -28.132838 

48 -23.247924 

49 -56.19542 

50 -45.018312 

51 -33.084466 

52 -31.128878 

53 -34.498884 

54 -32.51531 

55 -28.773248 

56 -48.351048 

57 -24.108642 

58 -4.306302 

59 -24.741164 

60 -29.954534 

61 2.456176 

62 -3.227082 

63 -27.067076 

64 -3.796678 
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65 -36.59522 

66 -46.689994 

67 -35.806074 

68 -19.696314 

69 -20.049256 

70 2.426076 

71 -46.132406 

72 -11.643758 

73 -8.399446 

74 -39.577936 

75 -31.760308 

76 -12.980306 

77 -14.695262 

78 9.514012 

79 1.965266 

80 -0.69502 

81 -31.228906 

82 -28.34647 

83 23.29033 

84 0.379092 

85 -13.563036 

86 0.178808 

87 -16.436158 

88 9.335844 

89 -18.501 

90 -21.051668 

91 29.772624 

92 -35.009046 

93 -1.548808 

94 -41.449922 

95 -16.741104 

96 -3.107142 

97 -9.143758 

98 -6.630204 

28 
 



 

99 14.631746 

100 -73.25689 

101 -25.733096 

102 15.94875 

103 -34.028162 

104 16.565924 

105 -19.869442 

106 -39.892704 

107 0.327332 

108 -17.593082 

109 27.63735 

110 3.475772 

111 -53.37536 

112 -36.902664 

113 -49.104838 

114 -47.78362 

115 -7.142142 

116 23.214934 

117 -53.457196 

118 -21.836994 

119 -65.283764 

120 -22.799282 
 

Figure 12: The accumulated score of the DeepRL agent for each match played after every 
real time hour of training. 

Experiment C 
The trivial UT2004 agent won all the deathmatches. Each match was won with three times or                
more points than the DeepRL agent had accumulated as shown below in figure 13.  
 

Match nr Nr of kills for the DeepRL 
agent 

Nr of kills for the trivial 
UT2004 agent 

1 3 10 

2 2 10 

3 2 10 
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4 3 10 

5 1 10 

6 2 10 

7 1 10 

8 0 10 

9 0 10 

10 3 10 

Figure 13: The outcome of the deathmatches between the DeepRL agent and the trivial 

UT2004 agent.  
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Analysis 
The result of Experiment A suggests that the perceived enjoyability of the DeepRL agent is               
equal to or greater than the trivial UT2004 agent. The results of Experiment C shows that the                 
trivial UT2004 agent is a great deal better at playing UT2004 than the DeepRL agent. The                
results from Experiment B suggests that the training conducted by the DeepRL agent             
successfully made the agent better at playing UT2004 against the trivial UT2004 agent. All              
these results aggregated suggests that the DeepRL agent can be used to create an AI               
opponent that is equally if not more enjoyable to face than an UT2004 agent, despite that AI                 
opponent being worse at UT2004. Similar conclusions regarding enjoyable AI opponents can            
be found in Yannakakis and Hallam’s (2004, 2005) research which suggests that: video             
games with non-trivial AI opponents are more enjoyable than video games with trivial AI              
opponents; and that AI opponents should neither be too good or too bad (Malone 1980;               
Malone, T. W., 1982). These results do not display to what degree skill affected the               
perceived enjoyability of both agents. Below is an analysis of the perceived behaviour of the               
DeepRL agent during Experiment C, followed by an analysis that focuses on the design              
choices that formed the behaviours of the DeepRL agent, summarized as; rewards, training             
time, explore and exploit strategy, state features, and actions. This is followed by analysing              
the generality of the experiment’s result in regards to the test participants and the analysis of                
the design choices. As the trivial UT2004 agent is generally considered to be an              
unsatisfactory opponent it will not be analyzed here. 
 

Behaviour during and outcome of Experiment C 
Despite the DeepRL agent seemingly acting out core strategic concepts for FPS games such              
as becoming a harder target to hit by jumping in complex movement patterns, using walls as                
cover, and closing the distance to the trivial UT2004 agent to make it take damage from its                 
own rockets, the result of Experiment C is very one sided. Two behaviours seem to be what                 
pushes such a big difference in skill between the AIs: the DeepRL agent’s inability to lead                
shots (taking opponent’s movement and rocket’s travel time into account before shooting)            
something that the trivial UT2004 AI does, and the trivial UT2004 agent’s preprogrammed             
ability to dodge rockets when they are coming towards it. 

Rewards 
Rewards affect which states the DeepRL agent finds to be desirable, thus affecting the              
behaviour of the DeepRL agent. The rewards used by the DeepRL agent are based on               
specific events within FPS games that are correlated with and perceived as “good             
behaviours”. This steered the DeepRL agent to focus its exploration towards a subset of what               
are perceived to be “good behaviours” from a range of behaviours it could have developed.               
This decision was made in order to effectivise and speed up the learning process. Different               
rewards may have produced a different behaviour which would then have influenced whether             
the DeepRL agent could be a more enjoyable opponent to play against or not. The only                
reward used by DeepMinds DQN agent was the game score (DeepMind 2015: p.4).             
Considering the success of the DQN agent in becoming a formidable agent in the games it                
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was trained on and since the DeepRL agent developed a behaviour which was a great deal                
less optimal than the trivial UT2004 agent, it was concluded that perhaps using the game               
score as the only reward would have made the DeepRL agent a more formidable opponent,               
and from that it is conceivable that it would become a more enjoyable opponent to play                
against.  

Training time  
With a limited training time the probability of a DeepRL agent to fully comprehend an optimal                
policy decreases. This is due to the limited time exploring all possible state-action             
combinations, which would naturally require an increased training time. In comparison, the            
DQN agent trained for 38 days for each game it played (DeepMind 2015: p.6). Since the                
DeepRL agent developed a behaviour which was suboptimal in comparison with the trivial             
UT2004 agent, an increased training time would thus increase the probability of the DeepRL              
agent becoming a more formidable opponent, and perhaps increasing how enjoyable it would             
be to face. 

Explore and Exploit Strategy  
The DeepRL agent’s explore and exploit strategy determines how often it will try to explore               
using random actions over the choice of using its current policy. During the experiment the               
DeepRL agent’s strategy reduced the ε value used after a specific amount of time had               
passed. The amount of time spent on a specific ε value and how much the ε value was                  
reduced is shown above in figure 7. The DeepRL agent spent 50 percent of it’s training time                 
with an ε value higher than 0.5, and 95 percent of it’s training time with an ε value higher than                    
0.1. This was an attempt to increase the possible volume of state-action combinations the              
DeepRL agent would explore, without minimizing its training. The explore and exploit strategy             
used by the DQN agent is called ε-greedy (DeepMind 2015: p.6). During training the DQN               
agent’s ε value started at 1.0 and was linearly annealed to 0.1 over the first 18 hours, 0.1                  
was then used for the rest of the training time (DeepMind 2015: p.6). The DQN agent spent                 
two percent of it’s training time with an ε value higher than 0.1. Considering the success of                 
the DQN agent, perhaps if the DeepRL agent would have used the same explore and exploit                
strategy it could have become a more formidable opponent, and perhaps more enjoyable to              
face. However since it’s not clear if the DeepRL agent developed a suboptimal policy due to                
its exploration strategy or not, it’s unclear whether an ε-greedy strategy would make it a more                
formidable and enjoyable opponent to face. 

Features used in each state 
The features used in the DeepRL agent’s states are pieces of information that describe both               
the environment around the DeepRL agent and the DeepRL agent itself. The more features              
used to describe a state the more precise that description becomes. The number of features               
used and the number of unique values each one of those features can take dictates the                
number of possible state-action combinations. This in turn determines how likely it is for the               
DeepRL agent to find the optimal action for each state within the given training time.               
DeepMinds DQN agent’s states used the 28224 screen pixels as features to represent it’s              
environment (DeepMind 2015: p.4). If the DeepRL agent would use pixels as features, it              
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would be a minimum of 480000 features. This approach would perhaps create a more              
precise representation of the DeepRL agent’s environment, increasing the number of           
state-action pairs to perhaps more accurately represent the agent’s environment. However           
the increased number of state-action pairs makes the problem of developing a non-trivial             
behaviour more complex, increasing the risk of the DeepRL agent to become under fitted              
given the same training time. It would also exclude the sounds created by the environment               
and by other agents, which might be crucial information for the DeepRL agent to develop               
both a more optimized behaviour and a non trivial behaviour. 

Actions 
Actions dictate how the DeepRL agent can traverse states. The number of actions available              
to the DeepRL agent affects the number of state-action combinations that can be explored,              
decreasing the probability of finding the optimal policy within a given amount of training time.               
How general the interaction of an action is determines how well the DeepRL agent can               
deduce the correlation between the action, state, and rewards. DeepMinds DQN agent’s            
actions consisted of all the possible controller input on a Atari 2600, a total of 18 (Volodymyr                 
et al. 2015: p.2). As such the DQN agent had access to all possible interactions that could be                  
done in the game at the precisest level. If the DeepRL agent were to use all interactions                 
available at the precisest level, then the number of actions would come to a total of a 24                  
actions which would be 11 more actions than what was used during the DeepRL agents               
training. With more precise actions, perhaps the DeepRL agent could develop a more             
optimized behaviour, and from that it may become more enjoyable to play against. However              
as with the number of features used more actions increases the risk of the DeepRL agent to                 
become under fitted given the same training time. This is especially true in FPS games               
where aiming plays such a central role. The action ”ShootPrimaryAtEnemy” (Figure 5) being             
the only available action that fires the DeepRL’s weapon drastically decreases the number of              
state-action pairs in relation to having the DeepRL agent figuring out on its own when to aim                 
where in order to hurt the opponent. 

Test participants 
The findings show a slight tendency among the test participants to prefer the DeepRL agent.               
This study did not take the individuality of each test participant into account, but rather               
adhered to them as representatives of a “general public”. With more participants a more              
accurate conclusion could have been drawn. However in order to understand why the             
DeepRL agent was found to be more enjoyable to face than the trivial UT2004 agent, one                
would require a greater understanding about the test participants themselves to try and             
identify preference patterns that can been used to improve, in this case, the enjoyability of               
the DeepRL agent. deGraft-Johnson, Wang, Sutherland & Norman (2013: p.1,6-7) suggests           
that there exists a correlation between personality factors and which game one finds             
enjoyable. Aligning with this idea by taking into account the personality of a test participant               
would thus allow for a greater understanding as to how developing the DeepRL agent should               
be approached in order to motivate a DeepRL agent towards “enjoyable behaviours” in             
relation to human opponents in order to better understand the factors that identify an AI               
opponent as enjoyable. 
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The results from Test group A and Test group B both show a similar pattern with preference                 
towards the DeepRL agent. Both test groups show a 11% difference between the agents.              
The only difference being Test group B contains two test participants which were unable to               
choose one opponent over the other in regards to how enjoyable they were to face. This                
suggests that the order in which the test participants faced the AI agents did not affect which                 
agent they perceived  to be more enjoyable to face.  

Generality of the results 
This thesis studied a specific implementation of a DeepRL agent, that trained against a trivial               
AI, in a specific FPS game, on a specific map, using one weapon out of many, gathering no                  
information about the test participants besides which agent they found to be more enjoyable              
to face. As such the generality of this study is quite low since it does not take into account 1)                    
different design choices which a DeepRL agent can be implemented with, 2) the preferences              
of each test participant, 3) the test participants skill and previous experience playing FPS              
games. The conclusions in this study should be applicable to FPS games which use the               
same core mechanics as UT2004 and represent their states and actions in a similar way to                
the DeepRL agent. Since no information was gathered regarding the preferences of the test              
participants and the test sample was small in relation to a “general public”, the conclusions in                
this study should be adhered to as showing a slight tendency amongst a “general public”               
towards a preference of the DeepRL agent over the trivial UT2004 agent. As the test               
participant’s skill and previous experience with FPS games was not taken into account the              
results do not show the degree to which the AI agents’ skill affected their perceived               
enjoyability. As such the conclusion that the DeepRL agent is preferable to the trivial UT2004               
agent won’t necessarily extend to groups with a specific amount of experience with FPS              
games e.g. completely new players, experienced players, or highly skilled players and should             

be adhered as showing a slight tendency amongst a “general public”.   
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Conclusion 
This study suggests that the DeepRL agent used in this study is equally if not more enjoyable                 
to face than the trivial UT2004 agent. It also shows that by striving towards optimality the                
DeepRL agent developed a behaviour which despite making the DeepRL agent worse than             
the trivial UT2004 agent at UT2004, was deemed more enjoyable to face by the test               
participants. If the development time and cost of a DeepRL agent is smaller or equal in                
comparison with the development time and cost of a trivial agent then the DeepRL agent               
could hypothetically be preferable to game developers when developing non-trivial          
opponents for games similar to UT2004. Therefore further research could focus on the             
differences in development time and other costs between DeepRL agents contra trivial            
agents, which would confirm whether DeepRL agents are preferable to trivial agents when             
developing complex games similar to UT2004. Furthermore, additional research could also           
combine how the aforementioned design choices affect the enjoyability of DeepRL agents,            
with a case study about perceptions of what a target audience of people consider to be                
enjoyable by using their past experiences with AI opponents in similar games, to their              
expectations of AI as enjoyable opponents. 
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Högskolan i Borås är en modern högskola mitt i city. Vi bedriver utbildningar inom              
ekonomi och informatik, biblioteks- och informationsvetenskap, mode och textil,         
beteendevetenskap och lärarutbildning, teknik samt vårdvetenskap. 

På institutionen Handels- och IT-högskolan (HIT) har vi tagit fasta på studenternas            
framtida behov. Därför har vi skapat utbildningar där anställningsbarhet är ett           
nyckelord. Ämnesintegration, helhet och sammanhang är andra viktiga begrepp. På          
institutionen råder en närhet, såväl mellan studenter och lärare som mellan företag            
och utbildning. 

Våra ekonomiutbildningar ger studenterna möjlighet att lära sig mer om olika företag och             
förvaltningar och hur styrning och organisering av dessa verksamheter sker. De får även lära              
sig om samhällsutveckling och om organisationers anpassning till omvärlden. De får           
möjlighet att förbättra sin förmåga att analysera, utveckla och styra verksamheter, oavsett om             
de vill ägna sig åt revision, administration eller marknadsföring. Bland våra IT-utbildningar            
finns alltid något för dem som vill designa framtidens IT-baserade kommunikationslösningar,           
som vill analysera behov av och krav på organisationers information för att designa deras              
innehållsstrukturer, bedriva integrerad IT- och affärsutveckling, utveckla sin förmåga att          
analysera och designa verksamheter eller inrikta sig mot programmering och utveckling för            
god IT-användning i företag och organisationer. 
 
Forskningsverksamheten vid institutionen är såväl professions- som design- och         
utvecklingsinriktad. Den övergripande forskningsprofilen för institutionen är handels- och         
tjänsteutveckling i vilken kunskaper och kompetenser inom såväl informatik som          
företagsekonomi utgör viktiga grundstenar. Forskningen är välrenommerad och fokuserar på          
inriktningarna affärsdesign och Co-design. Forskningen är också professionsorienterad,        
vilket bland annat tar sig uttryck i att forskningen i många fall bedrivs på              
aktionsforskningsbaserade grunder med företag och offentliga organisationer på lokal,         
nationell och internationell arena. Forskningens design och professionsinriktning        
manifesteras också i InnovationLab, som är institutionens och Högskolans enhet för           
forskningsstödjande systemutveckling. 
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